
Mary Anna Gehling Tillmann Wolf 

 

In 1985 I visited with Sisters Reginalda & Alverna Mattes & Sister Julienne Schmitz at the 

Villa St. Joseph, LaCrosse, Wisconsin. They were the granddaughters of Mary Gehling. I was 

told by them that Mary Gehling’s passage to America was paid for by an uncle. (I already 

knew that there was a H. Gehling listed in the 1857 Membership of St. Mary’s at Festina.) I 

assumed that the H. Gehling was the uncle. I tried in vain to link Mary Gehling to the H. 

Gehling. The sisters said that Mary Gehling was to work for her uncle for a year to pay for her 

passage. 

 

In 2014, I found a Marianne Geling listed on a ship list in a volume of “Germans to America”.  

The age listed for her was correct. The 1900 Federal Census lists Mary Gehling Tillmann Wolf 

arriving in the US in 1859. Marianne Gehling sailed on the ship: Plutarch. The ship left 

Antwerp, Belgium, on April 2, 1859. It arrived in New York City on May 12, 1859. I saw other 

Festina surnames on the list: Theodore Bullermann, Bernard Lutkenhaus, Herman Hunker 

(Huinker), Heinrich Eyink & Marianne Bullermann Eyink. (From the Einck family page on the 

Families of Ossian, Festina & St. Lucas, I read that Anna & Theodore Bullermann & Heinrich 

Einck traveled together to America.) 

 

In 2016, I was working on finding the maiden name of Hermann Kipp’s first wife. I was told 

that she was a Huinker (Hunker, Huning). I contacted a descendant of Gerhard Huinker. I was 

sent information that had Gerhard’s wife listed as Margaretha Gehling (Geeling). Gerhard (46) 

& Margaretha (45) were traveling with their children: Gerhard (13), Herman (12), Heinrich (7), 

Maria (6) & Johan (5). Also, Gerhard's father, Herman (72) was in this group. This gave me a 

new idea. What if the uncle who paid for Mary Gehling’s passage was Gerhard Huinker, 

husband of Margaretha Geeling (Gehling). Perhaps part of her work might have been helping 

care for the children on the trip. 

 

(From the Einck family page. The immigrants traveled from New York to Cleveland, Ohio, by 

rail. They then made their way to Cincinnati, Ohio. There, the immigrants traveled by steam 

ship down the Ohio River & up the Mississippi River to McGregor, Iowa. They then went by 

team to the Calmar area.) I assume the group of immigrants all traveled together. 

 

 

 

 


